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Abstract

The connection of Embedded Systems with global networks is a wealth of far-reaching solutions and everyday applications. The integration of the special features of Embedded Systems, like, e.g., real-time requirements, with the characteristics of the Internet, such as openness, poses a technical challenge. The main objective of the project CPSE is the integration of a coherent Reference Framework. Inspiration is found in different disciplines including not only technical ones like mechanical and electric/electronic engineering, computer science and control theory but also ergonomics and human factors, economic ecosystems, social guidelines and legal stipulations. These latter aspects of CPS are crucial for the acceptance of CPS and therefore for their success.
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1 Introduction

The transition from embedded systems to Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) was triggered by the networking of the former. The possibilities thus opened break the mould of ordinary embedded systems, and consequently the hitherto proposed engineering frameworks fail to address specific challenges of CPS as, e.g., their openness. This very characteristic means that CPS are portable, interoperable with each other, heterogeneous and self-evolvable, to name a few particulars. Self-evidently, this very much departs from the traditional application area of embedded systems. Moreover, the rigour displayed by the development of embedded systems that often are safety critical, cannot be relaxed to the licences frequently shown by the realization of Internet applications.

The present document investigates the matter in further detail, and proposes certain lines of actions in order to bridge the gap between known methods and one suitable for the realization of the envisioned systems. The ultimate goal is a reference framework for the engineering of CPS. This is beyond the possibilities at hand, but a discussion can certainly be let loose by the statement below. And, should be this the case, it would be very welcome, since the CPS vision can only be achieved if there is a wide understanding on how these systems can interoperate, what in turn means that a common or at least a concerted and coordinated approach to CPS interaction (and development as well, most likely) is necessary.

1.1 General Procedure

Our expertise allows us to generalize experiences from the Smart Grid and Automotive sectors and to propose a transfer of these to other CPS domains. More precisely, characteristics and empirical values common to those domains are extrapolated. In doing so, individual dimensions are described and the attention is drawn to the challenges that arose and most probable are to be found in any CPS domain as well. The considered dimensions are:

- Human socio-technical dimension: role of humans as part of as well as outside systems, limits of modelling, what to trust: human or machine; regarding this very last aspect, guidelines and regulations are imperative
- Technical realization of systems: cloud architecture, distribution of systems, management of large volumes of distributed data, high availability of services
- Technical realization of communication channels: channels (glass fiber, wireless, powerline), bandwidth, quality of service, performance, availability, security against eavesdropping, dedicated vs. public networks, property rights and liability
• Data Dimension: collection of data (as measured by sensors, among others), query frequency, push/pull mechanisms, data storage, aggregation, preparation and processing, data mining, durability, unlinkability¹, anonymization, substitute values, plausibility checking, precision, trigger mechanisms, data dependencies
• Security: access to data, authentication, authorization, non-repudiation, IT Security, information privacy
• Criticality dimension: redundancy, reliability, fault tolerance, black start capability
• Architecture: key functions, structure, data flow, interfaces, stakeholder-specific or application-specific views (complexity reduction, abstraction, distraction reduction, access protection), rationales, cross reference domains, reference architecture, functional, logical, and technical levels
• Physical World: sensors, actuators, repercussion on physical systems, sampling, spatial/temporal aspects
• Legal and social dimension: laws, regulations, by-laws and their impact on system design
• Market/business view: market structure, systems and market roles, business objectives, business processes
• Terminological view: denomination of system components, cross-domain communication, conceptualization

These dimensions were considered according to the own expertise, and the insights gained in doing so were taken into account for the reference framework presented in section 9.

1.2 Reference Frameworks

There are many software reference frameworks, development processes, philosophies, methodologies (or methods²), and best practices. Design patterns for

¹ Unlinkability refers to a data management requirement that calls for the separation of data and processes from different contexts. As far as possible, data should not be inferred at all. The aim is to prevent the risks connected with the accumulation of data that can be analysed in a variety of different ways and to restrict the purposes for which such data may be evaluated. Unlinkability also means that data from separate contexts should be kept separate and not processed as a single data chain. Other protection goals are intervenability and transparency. By intervenability it is understood that the persons concerned actually have the possibility to exercise their rights. A system is transparent to the persons concerned as well as the persons who run it if its functionality and its effect are intelligible to a sufficient grade and, moreover, provided those persons can retrieve the data available to the system with reasonable expenditure.

² According to [50], “In normal usage, a method is an approach to accomplishing a task, and a methodology is the study of a family of methods. Within the software community, the term methodology usually denotes an approach to accomplishing a task.”
instance constitute a well-known way of documenting solutions to design problems, where a pattern must explain why a particular situation causes problems and why the proposed solution is considered a good one. Relatively popular is the Unified Process, an iterative and incremental software development process that can be customised before use by any organization. The Rational Unified Process (RUP) is a refinement of the Unified Process created by Rational Software Corporation (now a division of IBM). RUP was simplified into the Agile Unified Process (AUP) which is based around four phases: inception, elaboration, construction, and transition. Agile Software Development, shortly very popular, tries to minimise risk by developing software in brief iterations that in themselves are small projects. There is also the Framework for Software Product Line Practice [14], a web-based document that makes use of patterns as a way of expressing common contexts and problem-solution pairs and can be used to show how aggregations of practice areas can be orchestrated to solve recurring problems.

Also for embedded systems there is a plethora of proposals. In [22], for instance, many frameworks are listed and a further development of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE, see [54]) for embedded systems is presented. And the list can be arbitrarily extended. To name a few, one finds the Enterprise Architecture framework, the Web application framework, the Component-Based Systems-of-Systems reference framework (CBSoS; see [39]), model-driven development of component-based distributed real-time and embedded systems (see [55]), model-based systems engineering (see [49]), etc.\footnote{A seemingly quite exhaustive list of frameworks can be found at \url{http://www.realsoftwaredevelopment.com/the-complete-list-of-software-development-frameworks-processes-methods-or-philosophies/} (last access January 15th, 2014).}

Frameworks promise higher productivity and shorter time-to-market (than non-framework-based approaches) through design and code reuse; see [51]. Although this referred work is concerned with object-oriented frameworks, it puts forward an interesting thesis on framework design, i.e., the focus is not only on the activities of the framework users but also on those of the expert framework developer(s). Therein a framework is defined as a model of a particular domain or an important aspect thereof. A framework may model any domain, be it a technical domain like distribution or garbage collection, or an application domain like banking or insurance. A framework provides a reusable design and reusable implementations to clients.

1.3 Scope of this Article

As mentioned above, the experiences gathered in two domains as diverse as Smart Grid and Automotive are carefully examined. Considering the challenges these domains pose, commonalities are identified as well as possible
approaches for meeting them. The proposed solutions include interchange using protocols, functionality and interfaces, human factors, etc. As a result, requirements (at the meta-level) are recognized that have to be fulfilled by any method for the realization of CPS. Moreover, a Reference Architecture and a Reference Workflow as well as a checklist are exemplarily sketched. These take into account specific issues as, e.g., context and openness, legacy systems, and behavioural integrity assurance. The contoured Reference Framework, or at least its critical consideration and a reflection on its advantages, provides support for devising a common language (for experts' exchange) and for collaborative interaction, as well as the basis for a standard across national boundaries, that addresses not only technical aspects like dynamic and spontaneous collaboration but also social aspects as for instance acceptance.

What is beyond the scope of this work is a validation of the framework. For this purpose, more than just one case study, of moreover industrial scale, would be absolutely necessary. This departs from the extent of the document and of the project.

A Reference Framework for the engineering of CPS should reconcile traditional Business Information Systems, which are data-centric and open, focus on maintenance (legacy is an issue), and their constraints fall in the category of weak real-time, with traditional Embedded Systems, that are function-centric and closed, focus on construction (legacy is not an issue), and their constraints fall in the category of hard real-time.
2 CPS Description

The original definition of these emerging systems dates back approximately eight years, when a group of academics in the United States of America recognized the evolution of embedded systems whose physical aspects gained more and more importance. So much so, that the interaction between networked and distributed processors of growing complexity, on the one hand, and the physical world enwrapping them, could no longer be considered of minor relevance. The term Cyber-Physical System (CPS\(^4\)) describing the research field has since then gone through a number of finer clarification attempts and seen a plethora of further sample applications joining the family of instances of CPS. As defined in [23], a CPS is a system with embedded software (as part of devices, buildings, means of transport, transport routes, production systems, medical processes, logistic processes, coordination processes and management processes), which:

- directly records physical data using sensors and affect physical processes using actuators;
- evaluates and saves recorded data, and actively or reactively interacts both with the physical and digital world;
- is connected with other CPS and in global networks via digital communication facilities (wireless and/or wired, local and/or global);
- uses globally available data and services;
- has a series of dedicated, multimodal human-machine interfaces.

The above list of systems cannot be exhaustive: further application domains are manufacturing, entertainment, consumer appliances, chemical processes, and civil infrastructure, to name a few. Also the list of characteristics turns out to be incomplete: real-time capabilities, distributed and/or shared control\(^5\), context adaptivity and (partial) autonomy, organization as system of systems could be mentioned as well. In addition, and addressing the “physical” part of the name, the notion of “directly” recording seems restrictive, a CPS needs only the means, be these direct or not, to retrieve and not necessarily to record sensed information, and to make use of one or more actuators in order to change the state of a controlled device. It can be immediately recognized that, further refining and adding to this definition will certainly

\(^4\) The term CPS is here used both as a singular and a plural noun, the number depending on the context.

\(^5\) In a shared control approach, multiple systems and humans co-operate in an effective way by adopting. Shared control is not to be confused with distributed control; see, e.g., [66].
result in an overly detailed list of features and applications.\textsuperscript{6}

The understanding of CPS in the rest of this document is as follows:

A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) consists of computation, communication and control components tightly combined with physical processes of different nature (e.g., mechanical, electrical, and chemical), and understood (and evaluated) in a social and organisational context.

2.1 Technology Push Perspective

Novel systems with integrated computational and physical capabilities, that moreover interact with humans through manifold modalities, enable a plethora of technology-based developments with significant impact on society. The possibility of (directly or indirectly, spontaneous or planned, statically or dynamically) interact with, and expand the capabilities of, the physical world through computation, communication, and control is a key driver for future technology improvements. Still embryonic progresses, that unclose opportunities as well as challenges, can be already observed in as diverse application domains as transportation, health and well-being, and energy, to name a few. So much so that Cyber-Physical Systems have been coined the next wave of innovation in information and communication technology.\textsuperscript{7} Here we can include the design and development of next-generation airplanes and space vehicles, hybrid gas-electric vehicles, fully autonomous urban driving, and prostheses that allow brain signals to control physical objects.

2.2 Demand Pull Perspective

The demands of economy and society inexorably and disruptively lead to value-added chains and economic ecosystems spanning over diverse domains. Indeed, innovation in technology and the consequent technology push occurs in tight interaction with a corresponding demand pull. Products that use those technologies and are demand conforming, meet the acceptance of the market and end users. Indeed, technological innovations are not only supply-side driven. Rather, demand pull is extremely influential: the more intense the demand, the more creative groups and individuals are drawn to work on unsolved problems; see [33].

End users customarily use highly sophisticated devices and appliances, and are very demanding. Not surprisingly, thus, an increased ecological sensibility

\textsuperscript{6} The buzzphrase is “self multi live”, meaning self-X (self-monitoring, self-healing, self-documenting, etc.), multi-functional, multi-domain, multi-technology, etc., as well as live (re)configuration, life update, life (re)deployment, etc.

\textsuperscript{7} This new wave of innovations and changes could constitute (or be aligned with) the much cited and discussed sixth wave of innovation; see e.g. [34,40,57,59].
raised the claims for the use of renewable energy sources and the decentralisation of energy generation. This promoted investment in research and development of, e.g., solar panels for individual households as well as smart meters. Energy prosumers, i.e., end users that themselves generate energy,\(^8\) may demand energy from the supplying company when their consumption exceeds their production, or may alternatively feed the energy grid with their energy surplus. That means, they can buy as well as sell energy. The energy meter needs likewise be upgraded, in such a way that both directions of energy flow are measured, and must also track other relevant information like date and time, etc.

2.3 Summary

The technology push anticipates demand, and can be termed “market seeding”, whereas a demand pull provokes a reaction from the technology providers, whose reaction can be termed “market satisfaction”. As stated in [47],

The promise of CPS is pushed by several recent trends: the proliferation of low-cost and increased-capability sensors of increasingly smaller form factor; the availability of low-cost, low-power, high-capacity, small form-factor computing devices; the wireless communication revolution; abundant internet bandwidth; continuing improvements in energy capacity, alternative energy sources and energy harvesting. The need for CPS technologies is also being pulled by cyber-physical system vendors in sectors like aerospace, building and environmental control, critical infrastructure, process control, factory automation, and healthcare, who are increasingly finding that the technology base to build large-scale safety-critical CPS correctly, affordably, flexibly and on schedule is seriously lacking.

The great opportunity opened by CPS for industry, business and economy in general, cannot be missed. As stated in [28], “The cultural change must take place mainly on the provider side. The willingness to make radical changes in business processes or even new business models can only come from here. If the market forces them, then it is usually too late.” Inter- and trans-disciplinarily, value creation and innovation in corporate networks and in business ecosystems are required that face the above challenges and take a leading role.

---

\(^8\) Prosumer = producer and consumer
3 Homogeneous Description of Heterogeneous Systems

CPS cover various sectors and application domains. Examples of CPS exist in medical devices and systems, aerospace systems, power grids, transportation vehicles and intelligent highways, defence systems, robotic systems, process control, factory automation, building and environmental control or smart spaces. [47]

3.1 Context of CPS

Each CPS depends on specific contexts, as exemplified by Figure 1. Two types of context exist a direct context which influences the implemented system in its runtime behaviour through an interface and an indirect context, which influences e.g. the design, implementation, requirements, architecture or development process of the CPS, but has no direct interface to the system. The set of direct contexts of a system are a subset of the indirect contexts.

An example for a direct context would be the physical context. CPS perceive this context through sensor measurements and interact with it through actuators. A car for example has sensors to measure its velocity, the intensity of the ambient light outside the car or the distance to a car driving ahead. Systems inside the car decide on the basis of the sensor data to accelerate or decelerate through a change in gear and engine speed, to adjust the lighting...
through an adjustment in the intensity of the headlights or to send a braking signal. In order to choose the right decisions at any time the system has to consider the physical context of the car. This physical context needs to be explored and understood to implement a system which shows the intended behaviour. Direct contexts are often mentioned in the system’s documentation, as they are important to understand the runtime behaviour of implemented CPS.

Indirect contexts are for the development of most CPS as important as direct contexts. Indirect contexts can have an influence on the system’s rationales, design decisions, requirements, architecture, coding, implementation, deployment, testing, specification, development process, but do not interact with the system’s interface. For example, the legal context (e.g. legislation) is able to influence a CPS through laws, which could enforce certain requirements, for example on privacy, security, integrity, real-time properties or the design of the graphical user interface. On the other hand, the design of a system has a direct influence on the legislative. Laws have often to refer to e.g. the typical design of systems in a domain (e.g. the electrical power system), their domain-specific terms and implementation standards. As laws do not directly interact with the system’s interface, they are clearly an indirect context of the system.

With the on-going dissemination of CPS, many systems that were originally developed in separate application domains overlap in their respective contexts (Figure 2). This share of context can lead to an indirect interaction of the systems through their respective context. For many systems a deeper understanding of this shared context is not relevant or of minor importance.

With the interconnection of systems to so called systems of systems, the analysis of the common context allows to ensure interoperability, to specify safety properties or to create new systems that employ the shared context of certain CPS do derive new functionality.
Nevertheless it is not obvious if different systems overlap in their system context. The information on the context of a system may be hidden in the system specification, documentation or implementation. The usage of different terms, notions or description mechanisms complicate the problem to retrieve the information on systems context.

Since systems can act as the technical context of other systems (Figure 3), it is favourable to describe the architecture of different CPS to relate different parts of these systems to each other, to reuse solutions between different application areas or to show the interfaces that connect CPS to each other.

A reference framework for cyber physical engineering defining a common context for different CPS may be the solution for the described problem. It should include a homogeneous description mechanism for both - classes of systems and their context.

To understand the contextual domain elements a reference framework has to cover, we want to illustrate contextual elements which were analysed by the study agenda CPS [23].

The study highlights the open and pervasive nature of CPS. Using a schematic representation (Figure 4) of two application domains, namely mobility and health, it characterizes the participants in a domain: Systems, users and stakeholders, as well as their interaction relations with respect to controllability, precision and predictability of their behaviour.

The study separates three so called action fields:

- **Controlled area (1)**: This area includes traditional closed-end embedded systems of a field of application (for example, the heating of a building), which are characterized by controlled communication and interaction with the environment. The reliability and predictability of the system behaviour are guaranteed while correct operation.
Fig. 4. Overview of the domain structure on the level of predictability of the behaviour of the involved systems and people (Source: Acatech)

- **Defined area (2)**: Systems and components of the application area cooperate within this area. They behave in the specified manner for predetermined and delimited usage situations. Their behaviour is uncertain in unpredictable, non-compliant situations. The communication within the ranges (1) and (2) is controlled and targeted.

- **Demarcated area (3)**: This open environment contains users, actors, group of actors, systems, services and data, which are related to one or several application areas. From the perspective of the inner regions, they are characterized by reduced reliability in terms of their source and their communication. Also, their contexts, goals and behaviours cannot be clearly classified and interpreted. It is decisive that users and components from the environment or services from the Internet interact with each other in an ad-hoc manner. The components of the open, connected world use components of the inner area as their context. In this way, new usage potential as well as new risks can emerge.

  In the perspective of the study there are several classes of interaction between different contexts which have to be represented by a reference framework. It can be concluded, that typical elements of a reference framework include actors, roles, group of actors, systems, services, data and communication interfaces (not limited to systems).

  These elements, which can be found in nearly any system of any domain, cover different application contexts. Depending on the type of an actor, a role...
or a group of actors it can exist for example in the user context of a system, in a legal context or in an economic context.

3.2 CPS Elements for a Reference Framework

For each CPS it is of paramount importance to define its system border, but also its context border. Considering the definition of a system border, it is necessary to border it from the system and the irrelevant part of reality. Through system and context borders, the system context is defined. It covers all aspects which are relevant for the requirements and cannot be designed during the development of the system. Therefore, two processes are defined:

(i) **Defining the system border**: This process determines which aspects will be covered by a CPS (the system’s scope) and which aspects are part of the environment. All elements within the scope can be influenced and designed during development of a system. Within the border, there might be a hardware and software based entity. Interfaces to external systems form the border and offer points for interaction. System borders are normally described by views that model the systems internal structures, data elements, interactions, and operation.

(ii) **Defining the context border**: This process determines the separation between the context of the system and the irrelevant reality which has no influence on the CPS or its development. Entities within the context are typical sources for requirements. This might be stakeholders, external systems, existing processes, events and actions or legal definitions.

The description of CPS domains such as electrical power systems, transportation systems, healthcare systems or automotive systems includes the same processes. Nevertheless the two processes have to be amplified to classes of systems within the CPS domain, to derive a description of CPS domains and their context. This description can be included into the reference framework as a common description for the systems within domains and their respective context.

**Defining the CPS domain border**

The CPS domain border defines the common border of systems that belong to the CPS domain. The definition of the domain border is based on the empirical analysis of a set of proven domain-specific systems and their architectural properties. We suggest pattern identification, abstraction and generalization of individual architectures to define the common CPS border. Separation is one of the key concepts for any successful pattern. This concept allows the pattern documenter to separate the idea from the reality, capturing more generalized concepts when documenting the pattern. Another valuable
pattern concept within the software community is the rule of three, first identified by Ralph Johnson [52], which states that a pattern is not a pattern unless there are at least three independent, observable applications utilizing the proposed pattern as part of the solution. Another key concept is abstraction—the notion of removing detail from something complex to make it simpler to understand. Said differently, abstraction is the extraction of the essence to make something providing an architecture baseline and an architecture blueprint. These concepts can be applied to define the CPS domain border.

**Defining the CPS domain context border**

Typically, the system context is documented by using use-case, data flow or class models. All three illustrate the different actors in the environment and their interaction with the system. For a complete documentation, different forms are used, highlighting changing perspectives on the system and its environment. Within a CPS domain these use-case, data flows or class models have to be amplified to a domain-wide reference context. Therefore we again suggest to empirically rely on the knowledge gained in the development of proven systems within the domain.

We assume that the analysis of the context and system borders of several CPS domains will include common elements that can be used for more than one domain. Both, the border of the CPS domain and the domain context border have to be described by a homogeneous description mechanism to ensure an efficient collaboration between separate CPS domains. The identified elements can be used within the reference framework to model cross-domain dependencies in terms of contexts of CPS.

We use our experience in two cyber physical domains, namely *Smart Grid* and *Automotive* to show the main elements of the domains and their context.
4 Challenges

Associated with the materialization of the vision CPS, there is a series of challenges of different nature. We present a number of them, grouped in the categories technical, organizational, and social. Spanning over these all, there is the matter of how to support the diverse interest groups, which is briefly discussed at the end of the present section.

4.1 Technical Challenges

There is extensive literature dealing with the challenges associated with the (a) modelling, development, realization, (b) validation, verification and test, as well as (c) maintenance and evolution of CPS. At least two different kind of technical challenges can be identified. On the one hand, precisely because of the evolution that lead to the definition of these novel systems, CPS are not conceived and implemented “from scratch”: while embedded systems combine sensing and actuating mechanisms with (simple) computational power, CPS go a step further and network embedded systems. The resulting systems open a wide range of possibilities, as we are witnessing, e.g., in the realm of telecommunications. At the same time, this means that there is an enormous amount of legacy systems, that should be made “CPS ready” in order to be meaningfully interconnected with other systems, i.e., to take advantage of and offer services.

On the other hand, the above mentioned networking can only take place if there is a communication protocol that ensures, among others, that the information conveyed is correctly interpreted, that its integrity is preserved, and depending on the circumstances that it is only accessed by its addressee. This communication must likely be immersed in a complex platform, that provides much more than just a vehicle of information. It must manage a huge information volume, while taking care of its integrity and confidentiality. It has to mediate between systems of inherently diverse nature. A proposal for the realization of these services is proposed by the middleware Chromosome (see [13,29]), that returns the control over the functionality of an application to the developer, by “hiding” the complexity and ensuring extensibility by plug & play mechanisms also at runtime. Chromosome moreover puts real-time capabilities at disposal.

4.2 Organizational Challenges

By organizational challenges we understand the matter of standardization, a sine qua non for the infrastructure of the above section to be widely useful, as well as the issues associated with regulations and legislation.

Regarding liability, for instance, a debate is imperative that clarifies gover-
nance as well as normative and regulative aspects, and determines the author-
ity of humans on CPS and vice versa; cf. [37, Sect. 3.2]. Many constellations,
settings and risks can be foreseen and anticipatory resolved. Some others, as
the evolution of technology teaches us, will have to be settled on the fly, or in
some cases even retrospectively.

With respect to standards, there is a tension between competition and col-
laboration. For instance in the mobile telecommunication realm, the market
has witnessed an invasion of so-called apps, that are independently developed
and can nevertheless cooperate with each other. They are, however, incom-
patible if downloaded from the wrong provider (which puts apps at disposal
for another platform, different from the one at hand). This is a similar evolu-
tion underwent by PCs, operating systems and software, be this purchasable,
public domain or free: standards and monopolies are not to be treated as one
and the same concept.

Hence, some market regulation mechanisms may be necessary. Further-
more, also a clear policy may prove promotive, not only in order to avoid
unfair competition, but also to enable progress as, e.g., it is often done to-
wards the switch to renewable energy generation.

Related to the matter of standards, there is the need of a common under-
standing among experts from different realms, for their systems and solution
to be successfully combined. This must be the case even if the systems that
are supposed to cooperate have been designed and developed following to-
tally different approaches (at it might be with solutions in the domains of,
e.g., health and of transportation: as soon as one thinks of autonomous cars
and ambulances, there must be a coordination taking place). A single refer-
ence (meta-)architecture for heterogeneous domains might be a good idea; but
it also can be deemed too restrictive, and in the best case can norm future
developments, not past ones.

4.3 Social Challenges

The social challenges we address here can also be termed human factors.

The internet transformed how and where information is stored and ac-
cessed, the way people interact and communicate with one another, including,
e.g., how products are bought and sold, services provided, etc. In a similar
fashion, CPS transform how users interact with and control the surrounding
physical world. Those systems are expected to operate dependably, safely,
securely, efficiently and in real-time (the list is not exhaustive). A scient-
ific and engineering CPS discipline should advance the conceptualization and
realization of future societal-scale systems, supported by an analysis of the
interactions between engineered structures, information processing, humans
and the physical world. In particular, the engineering of these novel systems
must take into account, among others, the availability and the constraints associated not only with their cyber and/or physical components, but also with the human operators; see [47].

Note that the operator not necessarily is a highly trained engineer. The CPS vision encompasses increased support and care of the aging population. The infrastructure put at disposal of patients with age-related, chronic diseases can be substantially improved by means of CPS, so that the elderly can comfortably stay at home longer.

In the automotive domain, and due to the complexity of the environment and to detection accuracy as well as to legal constraints, completely autonomous, self-driving cars will not conceivably roll in the next future on public streets. The benefits, therefore, of CPS in cars will by and large depend on how human drivers interact with them.

The same can be asserted of, e.g., the interaction of physicians with their healthcare infrastructure. Moreover, there are not only the different levels of education and/or training, there are also the generational leaps, cultural backgrounds, social and wealth discrepancies, and also the so-called dropouts that cannot afford or do not desire any contact with the new technologies. In general, thus, usability of CPS poses a variety of challenges involving computer-human interaction and interface design.

Most of the existing research on human factors has only studied how external factors, such as road signs and warnings from driving assistance systems, affect drivers and traffic. There is, therefore, the need for research of those issues \textit{a priori}, i.e., how to consider human factors at the design stage of systems; see [38].

4.4 Education and Training Support

Spanning the above perspectives, an additional challenge is posed by the training and education of present and future generations.\footnote{Sometimes progress in general, and technological progress in particular, trigger emotional debates that are more feelings (of, e.g., nostalgic nature) based on domestic observations than hard facts. This still happens with respect to television and its supposed harmfulness, to “shoot ‘em up” computer games and their supposed link to running amok, and to online gaming populations and the loss of “offline” sociability. What is more, although some studies have claimed to show a link between video games and violent or aggressive behavior, most research in this area has been flawed; see [46] and also [36,35]. The technology, as such, cannot be perceived as injurious (unless explicitly designed to that end); its use can, though.} This applies not only to the operation of the systems, but also to their development. When speaking of CPS operation, meant are both the operators of more or less sophisticated plants (like, e.g., power plants) as well as average consumers (as, e.g., elderly patients who represent a non-insignificant proportion of the intended beneficiaries of the smart health vision). This goal can achieved by means of...
workshops, seminars and individual coaching. Be it for users, operators, designers or developers, a common (i.e., homogeneous) terminology is of utmost importance.

Parallel to the evolution in the realization of CPS, the institutions of higher education should update their syllabus. That is, the insights gained in the industrial realm need to find their way back to the university, where their fundamental challenges can be tackled in such a way that a sound theory of CPS development can come about.
5 Experiences from the Smart Grid Domain

Smart Grid is a CPS par excellence. It combines the physical power system with information and communication technology creating a large, distributed system of systems, which comprises all expected characteristics from the definition in [23].

5.1 Domain Overview

The term smart grid was originally introduced to highlight the development of the electrical system enhancing the capabilities of the 20th century power grid. Traditional power grids were designed to transport electricity from a few central generators to a large number of customers, as shown in Figure 5. The operation of the system was organized by few companies having a natural monopoly in their area. This is a clear separation of responsibilities and provides a convenient engineering environment of the system.

These days, political goals, technological progress and economic pressure require the modernization towards a more advanced power system. The desire to generate power from renewable and distributed energy resources (DER) challenges current power system design and changes the paradigm of system operation. As renewable sources depend strongly on volatile factors (e.g. weather), production cannot always be adjusted to the consumption. To operate the system in a safe and reliable way, consumption needs to become more adaptive, storage capacities need to be exploited and advanced energy management systems need to be developed to integrate all new system capabilities. Smart grid systems promise to handle these challenges with the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) enabling bidirectional information and power flows within the system. The ultimate smart grid is a vision. It is a highly adaptive and automated system consisting of interconnected complemented components, subsystems, functions and services for power generation, transmission, distribution, consumption, monitoring and control [8,24]. The goal is to achieve a system, which is efficient, clean, reliable, safe, secure, sustainable, able to react (proactively) to wide ranging conditions and events, and adopt the corresponding strategies. The smart grid system design is shown in Figure 6.
5.2 Research Activities

The effort for smart grid development projects was tremendous in the recent years. Pilot projects, research programs, field test, standardization and integration activities were supported by governments and carried out by academia, industry and research organization. Within the European Union a JCR Study [25] has identified 281 projects up to 2012 accounting for a total investment of 1.8 billion EUR. The Smart Grid Information Clearinghouse ¹⁰ observed similar investment numbers for smart grid efforts all over the world. This large amount of projects provides an excellent example to study smart grid engineering challenges and identify particulars and commonalities for a CPS Engineering Framework.

Beside the large number of smart grid projects we can observe many system integration efforts and standardization activities all over the world. The major international, national and associations activities are:

(i) IEEE P2030 Smart Grid Interoperability Framework [30]
(ii) EU: Mandate M490 Smart Grid Reference Architecture (SGAM) [18]
(iii) US: NIST Framework and Roadmap for SG Interoperability [45]
(iv) Germany: BMWi E-Energy Program [11], VDE/DKE Roadmap [64]
(v) China: SGCC Framework and Roadmap [60]
(vi) IEC Smart Grid Standardization Roadmap [58]

Further countries, such as Japan’s Smart Community Alliance Activities [44], Korea’s Agency for Technology and Standards (KATS), India and Brazil have started their own standardization activities [64] and more regional roadmaps exists (e.g. Austria [4], Denmark[3], Spain[20] and UK [16,17]).

¹⁰http://www.sgiclearinghouse.org
A comparison of the approaches and standardization activities can be found in \cite{53,63}. Those studies identify the most accepted standards and indicate open topics, which are insufficiently addressed by the community.

Technical research on smart grids can be classified to three major categories \cite{19}: the \textbf{smart infrastructure system}, the \textbf{smart management system} and the \textbf{smart protection system}. Each of these research areas covers different activities and disciplines.

• The smart infrastructure system addresses technical components and their integration to the infrastructure. It corresponds to the IEEE P2030 reference architecture distinguishing three subdomains: a \textit{smart energy subsystem}, which is responsible for effective energy generation, transport, distribution, and consumption; a \textit{smart information subsystem} for data metering, monitoring and management; and a \textit{smart communication system} responsible for the communication among all the systems within a smart grid.

• The smart management system addresses research activates towards more advanced services and functionalities. Those services and functionalities leverage the capabilities of the smart infrastructure and enable new solutions for grid operation. The functions follow different management objectives, e.g. demand response, reduction of emissions, data aggregation, and address smart grid related management methods and tools, e.g. optimization algorithms.

• The smart protection system covers all research activities towards safety, reliability, failure identification and localization, self-healing, resilience, and also security and privacy.

Beside technical oriented research many interdisciplinary challenges exist to reach a fully deployed smart grid system. Major challenges include political, legal, economical, socio-cultural, and human-oriented aspects. Political and legal factors are basically to what degree the government intervenes into the system. They include acts of parliament and associated regulations, international and national standards, local government by-laws, and mechanisms to monitor and ensure compliance with these. These factors affect the requirements for products and services offered by companies, market environment and facilitation of technological progress. Economic factors provide an environment for obstacles, opportunities and innovation based on economic growth, interest rates, capital investments and determine how business operates. The acceptance and impact of technology depends on socio-cultural factors. In particular the usage of new technology and services requires people to accustom themself to new technology and processes, especially when it comes to disruptive change of the habitus. A CPS reference framework needs to capture those challenges as early as possible, and integrate them in the development process.
5.3 Smart Grid Observations

The large number of smart grid projects developed a plethora of systems including pilot projects, demonstrators, field tests, approaches for optimization, modelling, verification, simulation as well as supporting guidelines and frameworks for the engineering of smart grid technology. The results include many different aspects of the energy system, involve different stakeholders, include new components, functions and data structures and use different technologies, concepts, terminology and infrastructure.

The sheer amount of existing systems, their different architectures, different level of abstraction and a varying use of terms and language complicate the comprehension and comparison of different solutions. However, for many tasks that need an abstract system comprehension such as the design of a reference system architecture, regulatory frameworks, the development of standards, legislation, discussions on a national or international level, market design or the collaboration between different disciplines, a common domain understanding and language is of great benefit. Therefore, more effort should be invested to define a comprehensible abstract view of the system including its context and boundaries, a common language for collaborative interaction between the disciplines, standard activities beyond national boundaries, and opportunities for dynamic and spontaneous collaboration.

Smart Grid Reference Architectures

A good example pointing out important requirements for the CPS reference framework is the development of the smart grid reference architecture. In our point of view, a reference architecture is a reference model that captures architectural knowledge about a class of systems. Based on individual system architectures, it encompasses central architectural concepts of the class and their interrelation. It must be supported by a unified, explicit, unambiguous, and widely understood domain terminology. The comparison to other definitions of the term reference architecture is presented in [32].

A popular smart grid reference architecture is the IEEE P2030 standard. It was developed to provide a common understanding, terminology, definitions and guidance for design and implementation of Smart Grid components and end-use applications for both legacy and future infrastructures [30]. IEEE P2030 offers three major perspectives, the power systems perspective, the communication technology perspective and the information technology perspective. Furthermore, each perspective is comprised of seven domains: bulk generation, transmission, distribution, service provides, markets, control, operations and customers. Every domain consists of a number of entities, which are logically connected with interfaces.
The IEEE P2030 power system perspective is shown in Figure 7. The interfaces to the customer domain are highlighted. The connections are specified by the standard as exemplarily shown in Figure 8 for the green highlighted connections. The communication and information technology perspective follow the same structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Entity 1</th>
<th>Entity 2</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS12</td>
<td>Customer Point(s) of Interface</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>Provides for aggregated customer information and distribution system DER control directly to customer. Provides a means to locally balance generation and loads. Interfaces include those for control and monitoring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distributed Energy Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS37</td>
<td>Customer Substation</td>
<td>Transmission Operation and Control</td>
<td>Provides for transmission operators to monitor and control customer substations. Interfaces include those for control, monitoring, SCADA, reporting, and telephony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS52</td>
<td>Customer Point(s) of Interface</td>
<td>Markets</td>
<td>Provides for optimization of distributed generation, storage, and load control (i.e., demand response) on the customer domain. Interfaces include those for control, monitoring, and reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS68</td>
<td>Customer Point(s) of Interface</td>
<td>Electric Service Providers</td>
<td>Provides for monitoring information and control of customer generation, storage, and loads. Interfaces include those for monitoring and control.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IEEE P2030 seems to be a promising reference architecture for standardization of interfaces, however, there is no evidence how well existing smart grid concepts can be represented in this approach, since links between differ-
ent perspectives and detailed specifications are not presented. Therefore it is unclear if this reference architecture is feasible for analysis with respect to functionalities, envisioned for the smart grid and their manifestation within the system.

European Smart Grid activities are working on other reference architectures. The most promising candidate seems to be the Mandate M/490, where the CEN-CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group is requested to provide a reference Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) framework [18]. Instead of perspectives and domains, SGAM uses a three dimensional structure with: five interoperability layers representing different abstraction views - business, function, information, communication and component; five domains representing the physical energy value chain levels - generation, transmission, distribution, distributed energy resources (DER) and customer premises; five zones representing the power management levels - process, field, station, enterprise, market. Furthermore, SGAM mentions cross cutting issues, such as security. The concept’s elements are shown in Figure 9 and the complete SGAM Framework is shown in Figure 10.

The reference architecture has three major objectives: to represent the main smart grid elements with all major stakeholders, to support a variety of different approaches and to provide the basis to search for required standards to build an interoperable system. Envisioned use cases are employed for the identification process of relevant standards. The SGAM method starts on the bottom layer for components and continues on the business layer to include organizations and stakeholders. Afterwards the identification is carried out from the business layer down to the communication layer.

Both reference architectures, IEEE P2030 and SGAM, are designed to facilitate interoperability by the definition of standards for interfaces. They represent in their view an abstraction of best practice, condensed from numerous case studies over an extended period of time, followed by more case studies to refine and evaluate the proposed reference model. There is noth-
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Fig. 10. Complete SGAM framework and correspondent objectives

The effort on reference architectures is an accumulation of knowledge about a certain domain. The standards derived from the reference architecture contain often data models, communication protocols and cover even dynamic interconnection of system components. However, they are still weak in terms of interconnectivity between different levels of abstraction and the representation of components and functions into the system. The CPS reference framework needs to fill this gap and provide the capability to classify and interconnect components over different domains.

Legacy Systems

Transferring project results such as reference architectures, modelling concepts and research prototypes into well-established industrial context is not easy, especially if the life cycle of system components is very long and reliability is crucial. Developers of physical power system components consider life cycles with more than 20 years with only little manual interaction with sys-
tem operators and maintenance engineers. Confidence that such components are reliable and safe is therefore of paramount importance. A CPS reference framework needs a proper integration of legacy systems, which will be present for decades in smart grids.

Over the years smart grid technology will evolve and provide new opportunities and services as an infrastructure. Components will be required to be easily integrated into the new environment with the capability for on-going maintenance. A reference framework should therefore support the development of such components and provide the capability for their integration into a real CPS. Therefore a set of methods and artefacts is required for each of the CPS framework elements.
6 Experiences from the Automotive Domain

A typical metaphor for the variety of cyber physical systems that will emerge is the *smart car* driving through and interacting with a *smart city* that is powered by a *smart grid*. In traditional automotive systems engineering, the vehicle is seen mainly from a technical, component oriented perspective. Today, with a development towards piloted and, in the near future, highly autonomous driving capabilities, the car becomes an intelligent system that is tightly embedded into its physical environment and the supporting infrastructure. So, to enable such an ubiquitous scenario, the car itself has to become a *CPS* in conjunction with the surrounding CPSs.

6.1 Traditional Automotive Architectures

Figure 11 displays an example topology of the ECU network of a current upper class vehicle. In this topology, the logical architecture of components that define the behaviour of the system resembles the technical architecture - the network of electronic control units (ECUs).

![Fig. 11. Traditional technical automotive architecture](image)

Although the presented architecture might very well provide the customer with advanced functionality such as adaptive cruise control (ACC), automated parking or predictive braking, there is limited potential for further enhancements. The electric/electronic (E/E) architecture of a vehicle constructed according to the AUTOSAR standard [5] is the result of a structure that is historically grown and has been developed further over the last decade. Because of this history, there are five fundamental functional domains:

(i) **Chassis**: Functions and components concerning the base structure of the vehicle, such as brakes and suspensions. This emerged from the time where the chassis of a vehicle was the supporting structure, often made
from a metal pipe frame. In modern vehicles, the physical properties of body and chassis converge as the vehicle usually contains a self-supporting body. The chassis domain remained as a container for vehicle features formerly associated with the chassis.

(ii) **Body:** Lights, windows and comfort related functionality. As stated before, from a physical perspective, it is not obvious to distinguish between body and chassis any more. Although, the domains divide vehicle features in more driving-related features (suspension, brakes, steering) allocated to the chassis domain and secondary functionality (light, comfort) associated to the vehicle body.

(iii) **Powertrain:** Engine control components. As the main component of a vehicle is the engine, a dedicated domain for engine control and its supporting components was established. With the introduction of alternative propulsion systems, such as hybrid, hydrogen or solely electric engines or combinations, increasing complexity is expected in this domain. Also, the strict separation of braking, steering and propulsion control inhibits the development of more sophisticated stability control systems that are able to cover positive as well as negative acceleration forces.

(iv) **Passenger and Pedestrian Safety:** Active and passive safety features such as airbags. With the emergence of automated or autonomous driving features, the aspect of providing active safety with respect to the passenger as well as the surrounding environment gains a much higher impact on the overall behaviour of the vehicle.

(v) **Infotainment and Telematics:** Non safety related functionality, mainly the entertainment system. While today’s telematics solutions allow for dynamic navigation routing via traffic information, future vehicle will come with a much higher level of interconnection between the infrastructure and other vehicles participating in traffic.

There are several drivers that lead to the establishment of such a domain structure. Mainly, the domain structure is an organizational entity that allows for grouping and encapsulation of vehicle features according to the physical impact on the vehicle. This simplifies the development process as only a subset of the overall vehicle functionality has to be taken into account when developing or modifying a specific feature. Each domain has dedicated communication buses that connect the application specific ECUs. This also helps to prevent propagation of errors, supports the reduction of bus traffic due to domain-dedicated communication infrastructure and enables separation.
6.2 Evolution of Automotive E/E Architectures

Unfortunately, with the introduction of more sophisticated functionality such as advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), it becomes more complex to maintain such a domain structure. Those functions have to be realized across multiple domains and therefore undermine the domain separation. There is already an observable degradation in architecture quality as inter domain traffic increases. This leads to very complex architectures as suddenly all domains have to be taken into account when developing a new feature as inter domain traffic will play a huge role in most cases.

A recently conducted study [7] investigated the efforts to be taken to develop and maintain such an architecture with respect to the amount of functionality realized. The results are shown in Figure 12. The current development leads to a point where it is not feasible, neither economically nor technologically, to integrate further functionality into the system. At that point, a revolutionary step away from the traditional approach has to be taken. The study proposes the introduction of a centralized automotive ICT architecture to overcome the limitations and to enable sophisticated new functionality.

The future scenarios see the isolated intelligent vehicle with a centralized ICT architecture only as a preliminary step towards a completely networked system of vehicle CPSs where all vehicles are connected and, together with infrastructure systems, form an ubiquitous cloud architecture where the allocation of functionality or actual control over the behaviour of a single node in the system is transparently distributed. Section 6.3 introduces the challenges of a future automotive architecture.
6.3 Challenges of future Automotive Architectures

Aside from the properties of future automotive architectures, several questions with respect to the specification, integration, validation/verification and maintenance of such systems are remaining open questions:

• How can we model the application context/domain?
• How do we know which features interact?
• How can we assure functional integrity in a Plug and Play scenario?
• How can we assure functionality- and quality-related properties?

In the next section, we distil an overview on domain-specific and common properties of CPS.
7 Particulars and Commonalities

We analysed two CPS application domains in the Sections 5 and 6, that are respectively energy smart grid and automotive. We report in this section particulars and commonalities of CPS in these domains respect to other domains.

7.1 Smart Grid

The smart grid vision, as described above, is a highly adaptive and automated system consisting of interconnected complemented components, subsystems, functions and services for power generation, transmission, distribution, consumption, monitoring and control. The specific domain of power systems constrains the functionality to power equipment and different services to maintain and manage the equipment. But at the same time smart grid provides an ideal infrastructure with many extension points for all kinds of CPS systems. For example a smart grid connected house includes a variety of components, such as coffee machines, water pumps, heating and cooling equipment, which are connected to smart energy management systems. These systems gather a lot of data through sensors and actuators, which can be provided to external systems. A smart meter can measure the consumption of a coffee machine, actuators can switch on/off lights and power sockets, batteries can save energy for emergencies. This information can be made accessible to other systems.

7.1.1 Particulars

The main objective of a smart grid is the modernization of the traditional power system to integrate a large number of decentralized renewable energy sources. A lot of smart grid research is therefore focused particular problems such as the physical integration of volatile, decentralized power injections into the grid and related control strategies. A fundamental physical constraint of power systems is that the power must be balanced at all time. The increasing inhomogeneous energy generation and stochastic energy consumption of consumers needs to be matched in safe and reliable way. Important tasks are therefore to investigate, how to coordinate many individual energy management systems in a proper way, what data is needed, how is data communicated, which ICT architectures and control strategies ensure a stable network operation. Further technical particulars of smart grids include: a cost effective extension of the sensor network of the power distribution system, integration of cost effective storage capabilities, integration of electrical vehicles to the power grid and a high level of automatizing of a large number of components.

Beside technical particulars, political regulations such as the nuclear phase-out and economic requirements are important factors of smart grids. A good example is the market design, which represents the regulation framework for
trading energy and related services. The current market design prefers large and reliable power generation and consumption. Smaller stakeholders cannot participate. This requires an adapted market design in future, or an aggregation capability, as the majority of smart grid components will be smaller in size with a reduced reliability.

7.1.2 Commonalities

The experiences from smart grid offer a large variety of topics, which can be transferred to other CPS systems. We show a list of important topics, which are subject in other domains as well.

- **Standardization:** Smart grid offers a set of standardization activities, condensed from numerous case studies over an extended period of time. The approach can be transferred to other domains to create reference models and standards for interoperability of different systems.
- **Modelling / Simulation / Verification:** The evaluation of smart grid system design is mainly based on large simulation and modelling efforts. The combination of physical and ICT modelling techniques can be used improve the methods for other CPS domains as well.
- **Reduction of complexity:** Services and functions can be aggregated in smart grids in a cell-like manner. This can be used to form a hierarchical structure and reduce the overall complexity. A cell consists of all required functions/sensors/actuators to form an adaptive (autonomic) system. Cells offer the capability for dynamic composition and decomposition.
- **Market design:** An appropriate market design can be used as an incentive for collaboration. In smart grids the market offers the possibility to trade certain type of services and consume or provide resources. The mechanism can be used to aggregate services or resources and create new products in a CPS system.
- **Regulation / Legislation:** Benefits of renewable energies drives the political attitude, which in turn supports the modernization of traditional power systems. The modernization is accompanied by a set of regulation and legislation activities, which impose a set of requirements and a variety of opportunities for the new infrastructure. The activities provide a set of best practices for future CPS system regulation.
- **Finance:** The modernization of the power systems is strongly subsidized. Future CPS are can benefit from the developed infrastructure (e.g. smart homes or building automation), or use the subsidiary schemes to finance new applications and interdisciplinary collaboration.
- **Sensors / Actuators:** Many new sensors and actuators will be placed in smart grid systems. The sensors and actuators will become more energy
efficient and smaller in size. They will collect a wide range of information, which will be available for other domains. In addition sensors and actuators will come with plug and play capabilities, creating a new class of smart devices.

- **Big Data:** The large amount of new sensors and actuators will produce a lot of data. This requires new data collection and processing systems. As not every data point is required all the time, new publish / subscribe methods will be developed.

- **Communication Infrastructure:** The new infrastructure will provide new communication capabilities. With more sensors and actuators, which might even move in space, the communication will move more towards wireless networks. In addition better batteries and energy harvesting methods will provide a distributed network of more communication devices.

- **Reliability:** The power system is essential for our society. New methods towards adaptive, autonomic and self-healing systems needs to be developed for physical and IT systems.

- **Maintenance:** Regular updates are common in today’s software systems. However, physical and embedded components with life-cycles around 20 years and undesirable downtimes cannot be updated that easily. Therefore new update schemes needs to be developed, which are suited for long life cycles.

- **Smart Control and Adaptation:** The major objective of smart grids is a stable supply of energy. Most of renewable sources are strongly dependent on their environment and current weather conditions. The consumption of energy should therefore adapt with respect on the local condition and consume power whenever it is available. This requires a context sensitive and predictive control strategy for smart adaptation. The methods for context sensitive information and prediction based control are important in other CPS domains as well.

7.2 Automotive

A centralized architecture as an approach for future vehicles defines a disruptive development for the automotive industry. Therefore, all parts of the development process are affected. The main objectives when redefining the car as a "Smart Car" CPS concern the disruptive changes in the vehicles E/E architecture and how this will affect all stages of the development and integration process. This adapted process has also to take into account that the vehicle is not an isolated system anymore, but is embedded into and interacting with its environment.

Nowadays the rapid increase of the integration of software and electronic
components in vehicles determines one of the most interesting application fields for CPS. As already mentioned the communication inside a car, but also with the environment represented by other cars or entities, leads to a complex and dynamic use scenario. In a smart car the ECU’s architecture will grow constantly, in its number of elements and functionalities. Therefore, advanced techniques for the design of CPS are applied in the automotive domain, together with consistent investments due to the intrinsic importance of this sector. It follows that particulars and commonalities of the automotive domain help to conceive a wide application for the possible solutions and open problems.

### 7.2.1 Particulars

Improving the comfort, the safety, the influence on environment, the performance are some of the main goals of the conceived cars. Moreover, the increase of the smart features of the vehicles and their integration in a net of other smart entities is at a first glance a secondary bunch of objectives, but the particular of this domain is that they can then improve also the first group of goals. Another particular aspect to consider, is the suddenly transformation of the automotive from a domain based on a dominant discipline to a multidisciplinary domain. In fact, in the last years the electronic and the computer science engineering increase their role alongside the mechanical engineering. It follows the needs for proved support tools, which guarantee also compatibility for legacy systems. The safety has a particular consideration in the design, due to the still relative high numbers of grave and mortal accidents.

Besides these technical aspects, also the economic has special characteristics. Traditionally when an economy is making its industrial sector mature, the automotive market is one of the first sector to expand, which then draws also other sectors to a stable development. Therefore, in some circumstances this field can attract more easily, instead of other fields, investments and governmental support. At the same time, the automotive market is assuming the aspects of a global market. In fact, the international competition and the economic advantages in the high number productions, obligate the companies to conceive products for the most number of market regions.

### 7.2.2 Commonalities

Most of the challenges associated with the automotive domain are common to other CPS applications. Frequent properties and objectives of automotive applications are:

- **Encapsulation of behaviour:** Different aspects of system behaviour can be provided separately. This encapsulation in a modular structure improves the quality of the system performance as it limits impact on the overall
system health in case of an error. It furthermore supports the development process ("divide and conquer"): complex systems can be split into smaller modules for development and testing.

- **Reactive behaviour:** The main objective of the system is to react on environmental excitation with a physical reaction. This means that the system is able to capture information from the physical world, gain knowledge by interpreting the data, process the information and to react in a suitable manner if a reaction is indicated. The objective of any CPS is to react on physical excitation with a physical reaction which is defined as reactive behaviour. This is not necessarily the only objective, but the defining objective of the system.

- **Distributability:** As stated before, today’s automotive architectures suffer from a strong resemblance of technical and logical architecture. For developing a consistent architecture, it is important to establish a set of views on the system that enable the developers to cover all relevant aspects as proposed with the SPES matrix introduced in section 8.2. In an isolated system, this enables the distribution of functionality over several architecture components, in a future systems of systems scenario, functionality could be distributed over the whole super-system.

- **Reliability:** A vehicle operates in situations that will, if not handled properly, can cause severe damage and will endanger health and even the life of passengers or non-involved pedestrians. There can be problems on several levels. A software feature, although specified and implemented correctly, could malfunction due to problems in a hardware component. As more functionality is transferred to and realized by software, quality assurance mechanisms as stated in the ISO 26262 standard [31] have to be applied. Additionally, architectural patterns should encapsulate functionality to limit the impact of a hazard to a part of the system. Most CPS fulfil critical tasks that could potentially cause damage or harm people in case of an accident. Therefore, integrity and quality assurance play an important role in all CPS.

- **Support for multi-functionality:** Next to the control of propulsion, steering, braking and stability, modern vehicles have a large variety of additional objectives to fulfil. Those objectives can also be quality-related, such as traveling from A to B while utilizing the least possible amount of fuel to protect the environment. Suitable mechanisms have to ensure that that all objectives can be fulfilled and desired and unwanted interaction between the features is discovered and can be dealt with.

- **Runtime adaptivity:** The evolution cycles in most technological areas become shorter and shorter. In contrary, the lifespan of the average vehicle increases due to improvements in build quality and materials and the in-
troduction of more intelligent control systems that protect the engine and associated aggregates. Future hybrid or electric vehicles might provide an even longer lifespan as an electrical engine is virtually wear-free. Therefore, the vehicle’s functionality needs to be "updated" from time to time to keep up with new requirements, either legislative or customer driven. Such "Plug and Play" capability with respect to functionality and architecture components needs to ensure the preservation of behavioural integrity as the introduction of a new functionality is not allowed to undermine the reliability of the system. Other kinds of CPS are often applied in environments where they cannot just be switched off for maintenance but have to be serviced, configured and updated while in operation. This is especially relevant for CPS that are essential parts of our infrastructure such as a smart grid.

• **Heterogeneity:** The system contains a number of different, application-specific hardware and software components. Abstraction layers and generic interfaces facilitate the implementation for developers and suppliers. By employing middleware solutions, software components can be easily adapted to changes in the hardware components.

• **Large scale:** Current automotive E/E architectures contain several thousands of software components and up to 80 ECUs. Those numbers are expected to increase in the future with the introduction of piloted and highly autonomous driving features. A car that is connected to its surrounding vehicles and the infrastructure forms an even larger system. New challenges with respect to reliability, privacy and adaptivity are expected to emerge with the introduction of such a "cloud architecture". CPS are often very large and complex systems which leads to new challenges with respect to data collection, storage and interpretation.
8 Transfer to other CPS Domains and Related Work

The heterogeneity of domains, in which CPS can play an important role, is growing and numerous. In fact, there is an increasing use of CPS in automotive, chemistry processes, medical instruments, energy, aeronautics, and so on. In each of this domain the employed CPS have different characteristics, for instance the dimension of the systems, their interconnections, the availability, the safety, and reliability, and the different conditions of the environment. In a such scenario categorize and summarize common aspects of CPS in different domains can be difficult. Another complex issue is that usually the design of CPS involves experts from many different disciplines. There may be mechanical engineers, computer scientists, electric and electronic engineers, which manage respectively mechanic, software and e/e parts of the systems. Since the role and is integration in CPS is increasing, also the usual development techniques within software engineering assume an increasing importance and arise new challenges.

We presented in the Section 5 reference architectures in the domain of smart grid and in the Section 6 for the automotive domain. We analyse aspects considering also other domains and classify it in comparison with other modelling frameworks or methodologies. Also the interdisciplinary nature of CPS is part of this transfer and classification process.

8.1 Analysis of the Framework Characteristics

Let’s consider some characteristics and elements of the artefacts described in the reference framework. If we consider the flow of energy between the subcomponents, also in almost other domains where the CPS are used, one needs to model it. It is so a founding element for the supply of energy to the involved systems, therefore in the consumption of energy, but it may be also important for the production of energy. As for instance in an electro car, its brake system produces electricity, and so energy, when the brakes are activated and is stored for the motor. Another example may be the energy produced by the movement of a watch, in order to recharge its batteries, we have again a produce/consume energy CPS. Therefore, the modelling of the energy flows, storages, consumption and production units is in each domain important.

Another important characteristic, presented in our framework, is the subdivision of the modelled system into subcomponents and units. This concept is known with different names, as for instance modularity, with which a system is subdivided into logical or functional interconnected elements/units, in order to reduce the complexity of the visualization, produce a representation that covers the final hardware/software architecture and subdivides the system between the involved disciplines. The presented framework provides also
a structured and graphical representation, where the flow of the date and energy may be furnished with additional information.

8.2 Related Work

Mechatronic UML is an approach for the interdisciplinary modelling especially of the software part of mechatronic system [6]. It is based on the model driven development, supports the definition of links between engineering disciplines and refines a subset of UML. The tool supports the check of safety and liveness properties through formal verification and code generation from the models. The architectural view-model implemented in 3+1 SysML models disciplines involved in the development of CPS in three views, that are mechanic, electronic and software [61]. For the description of the models is employed SysML and to analyse and simulate them can be utilised discipline specific tools. Mechatronic Modeller is a software tool for multi-disciplinary systems, based on the concept of reuse of solution patterns [2].

Modelica is an object oriented and component based language, for the modelling and simulation of heterogeneous physical systems [62]. It is used for discrete, continuous and hybrid systems; but it requires a high level of detail that may make difficult handle different level of abstractions. It is based on a standard library and there are numerous tools that support Modelica, as for instance OpenModelica Mosilab and Dymola. Matlab combined with its dynamic simulation toolbox Simulink\(^\text{11}\) is a well-known industrial tool for the modelling of mechatronic systems, supporting the multidisciplinarity in a model based environment. Industrial Engineering tools that support all the design phases of automation mechatronic systems are SIMATIC automation designer\(^\text{12}\), COMOS\(^\text{13}\), and Eplan Engineering Center\(^\text{14}\).

In the first viewpoint there are the requirements artefacts of the system, that may be in formal or informal, usually text files but they may be also graphical. The second viewpoint is the functional view, obtained from the requirements, where are represented the functionalities of the system, in an hierarchical way; also not functional requirements are included. From the functional view the logical view is derived, the system is decomposed in sub-components, the interface is well defined and it is possible to simulate the system through the message/signal exchanged between the components. The last view is the technical, which contains the implemented hardware and the final implementation of the system. The idea is to make another step from the logical to the technical view, anyway in the logical was possible to execute,

\(^{11}\) http://www.mathworks.com
\(^{12}\) http://www.siemens.com/simatic
\(^{13}\) http://www.siemens.com/comos
\(^{14}\) http://www.eplan.de
simulate and also verify the system.

**Interdisciplinary Modelling**

The different expertises involved in the design of CPS can be summarized in software, mechanical and electro technical engineering. In the last years the role played by the software part, in the control and automation of CPS is certainly increasing. One direction in the research is to bring the already consolidated software engineering fundamentals, in order to include also the support for other disciplines artefacts. Considering that the final hardware specifications require discipline specific models, a control based logical representation of the system can be obtained from the software models. This representation can provide important features as simulation and verification. Ideally these artefacts would be in logical level of the SPES matrix. In order to obtain this result it is necessary to evolve the software models to interdisciplinary specifications.

FOCUS provides a functional hierarchy and a logical architecture for distributed and embedded systems [9]. These models are more suitable to describe software components, specific aspects of other disciplines are not yet covered. A crucial aspect of FOCUS is that it provides component communication through i/o stream functions, with data types, between the components.
An output stream of a component can be the input stream of a not necessarily different component. Besides this kind of interfaces it is possible to define an hierarchy of components, defining components inside other components. The component at the lower levels must contain an implementation, which is usually a functional specification or a state machine. The components read the input and produce the output with a discrete time step. This might limit the support for other disciplines in FOCUS. In fact, components as actuators and sensors have a deep integration with the environment and have to be ready to react to the physical world. In the models will be so important to support continuous data and time. A well-known paradigm for the representation of continuous and discrete time systems is the hybrid automaton introduced by Henzinger [27]. Hybrid automata enable continuous evolutions through differential equations associated to variables, and discrete transitions between the states of the automaton. An extension of FOCUS to support continuous i/o streams is introduced in [10]. Therefore, real-time system requirements can be covered by continuous time i/o streams. In this paper are defined the characteristics of the i/o streams, which are elaborated by the FOCUS components, considering the behaviour at the interface level. An internal logical implementation for FOCUS components was presented in [12], which is based on a modified version of i/o hybrid automata. In this work, another topic about hybrid systems was considered, that is the simulation. A full continuous simulation in a supporting tool would be too complex, therefore are discussed some approaches to discretise the continuous signal produced in the components. These approaches are based on sampling, that is, at selected times and stepwise the values for the continuous variables are calculated. The interval between two elaborated values is said period and remains usually constant. In [12] the period varies in order to improve the precision of the simulation and it is said dynamic sampling.

In an ideally higher level of abstraction, respect to the modelling theory FOCUS, there is the interdisciplinary approach elaborated in the research project MODEMAS 15. Anyway, the system architecture presented in this project, is still founded over FOCUS, but has discipline specific characteristics. In an hierarchical way and with different level of abstraction, is it possible to define disciple specific components that are interconnected in the same architecture. The interface is still modelled with streams, but they still have a discipline identity, that is, the software part that provides data streams; the mechanic part material streams; and the electric part energy streams.

8.3 CPS Domains

We analysed in detail the role of CPS in energy and automotive domains, but the application of CPS is not limited to them. Other domains are chemistry, aerospace, medical and mechanical. In Section 5 we mentioned the fundamental smart grid activities, most of them describes needs and challenges of other CPS domains. Considering the presented reference architecture IEEE P2030, composed of three different subdomains, we could find analogies using these subdomains for other types of CPS. The smart energy subdomain provides the core functionality of a smart grid, it might be possible to transfer this subdomain, as the main functional architecture, to other CPS domains. For instance, it might describe the material production in a mechanical system or the resulting substances in a chemical process unit. The second subdomain is the smart information, regarding date metering, monitoring and management; it might also be a reference description in order to follow or monitor the implementation of general system requirements, not necessarily in the energy domain. The last subdomain is the smart communication system necessary to model the communication within a smart grid and their components. Again, it might be an interface description in different fields, where there is a structure in subcomponent of the system with a defined interface. Moreover, in the IEEE P2030 architecture each perspective is then composed of seven domains, that represent a further level of abstraction in the architecture, where each domain represent a different aspect of the smart grid. Despite these aspects are specific of smart grids, they might be redefined for different application domains, using the same architecture. The same generalization might be also applicable to the referred SGAM reference architecture. The five abstractions views, combined with the domains and the customer premises constitute a 3D structure, where the layers are already general for other domains meanwhile the other two are smart grid specific. A similar approach but domain independent for embedded systems, is presented in the previous section. It is structured in different system views in the so called SPES matrix. Since it is conceived for embedded systems, it has not the same detailed informative level as the SGAM architecture, therefore the SPES matrix might integrate some aspects of the SGAM architecture in order to extend it to CPS.

We analysed the automotive domain in Section 6 presenting the AUTOSAR standard. In this standard are defined five different functional domains, where the subdivision is based on main functional categories. This representation of the system is based on the functionalities and is one standard system description used by model-based engineering methods, for instance in the already mentioned SPES matrix there is a functional view, usually directly derived from the requirements. Anyway, there is some information in the AUTOSAR standard that might be transferred to other domains. The decision to separate in different domain safety and non-safety functionalities might be
surely convenient because many CPS work in a safety critical scenario. We referred to the explosion of the complexity of CPS in automotive, that is already a common problem in some domains or it might be in the near future. The main features to overcome this problem, mentioned for the "Smart Car", are general characteristics that might be well applied to CPS of other domains.
9 Reference Framework for CPS

The reference engineering framework for CPS represents elements that are useful for the future development of CPS. It should compensate problems and risks we explained in the last sections and act as a reference for developers of several CPS domains.

With respect to the diversity of CPS domains, we see two important elements in the reference framework: Reference architectures and reference workflows. Reference architectures ensure the collaboration and exchange between several CPS domains while reference workflow sketch important activities throughout the development of CPS. Both taken together form the reference framework for CPS and show how the CPS engineering community could tackle the challenges existing in future development.

9.1 Reference Architecture

A commonly used artefact to document the architectural properties of a class of systems is a reference architecture.

We see in the development of a reference architecture an important puzzle piece for the future development of CPS. Therefore we explain what reference architectures are and which role they play in the reference framework.

9.1.1 Reference Architectures in a nutshell

Reference architectures as an own field of research has been discovered in the last years. Therefore only a small number of publications are available that deal with the research on reference architectures.

Reference architectures were already suggested for a plethora of classes of systems such as web servers [26], P2P overlay networks [1], situated multi-agent systems [65] or space data systems [56], just to name a few.

Purpose and nature

A reference architecture can be defined as reference model that captures architectural knowledge about a class of systems; It encompasses common architectural patterns of the class and their interrelation. It must be supported by a unified, explicit, unambiguous, and widely understood domain terminology. [32]

The term reference architecture is synonymously used to the term product line architectures by some authors, but there are some important differences between both concepts [42]: While reference architectures deal with the range of knowledge in an application domain and are generally on a higher level of abstraction, product line architectures are more specialized on a specific subset of software systems and are concerned with variabilities among products.
Nevertheless can reference architectures act as a basis for the development of product line architectures.

The so called "multi-effect" leads to the development of reference architectures. When an application domain is faced with

- increasing complexity, scope, and size of the system of interest, its context, and the organizations creating the system and
- increasing dynamics and integration: shorter time to market, more interoperability, rapid changes, and adaptations in the field

in a critical mass, reference architecture were developed to tackle these problems [15].

According to Cloutier et al. [15], reference architectures provide:

- a common lexicon and taxonomy
- a common (architectural) vision
- modularization and the complementary context

Reference architectures are useful for

- managing synergy
- providing guidance, e.g., architecture principles, best practices
- providing an architecture baseline and an architecture blueprint
- capturing and sharing (architectural) patterns.

on the basis of proven concepts within an application domain (Figure 14).
Content elements and first models

A tremendous amount of knowledge about a domain and their systems is available, both implicit as well as explicit in design repositories and documentation. However, this knowledge is not structured and captured in ways that allow the exploration of the accumulated concepts and solutions.

Therefore a reference architecture has to explicitly capture the domain-specific, relevant but generalized knowledge. It has to make it accessible in digestible proportions, without losing too many essential detail. The right level of abstraction and the flexible access to the content of a reference architecture are crucial for its success.

Many authors therefore suggest to use knowledge models such as ontologies as a central concept for the creation of reference architectures [15,32,43]. Nakagawa et al. suggest RAModel, a reference model for reference architectures (Figure 15) which includes the main elements that could be discovered in a literature study of published reference architectures.

![Figure 15. RAModel, a reference model for reference architectures, suggested by Nakagawa et al. [43].](image)

RA Model shows that reference architectures capture a broad knowledge existing in application domains:

- Domain legislations, standards, and certification processes, which impact systems in that domain are represented in the domain cluster
- elements that provide a good understanding about the reference architecture, its capabilities and limitations, elements related to the business rules
(or functionalities) that could be present in software systems built from the reference architecture are represented in the application cluster.

- elements that could be used to build the software systems based on the reference architecture to enable systems to automate, for instance, processes, activities, and tasks of a given domain are represented by the infrastructure cluster.

- set of elements that are usually spread across and/or tangled with elements of other three groups (domain, application, and infrastructure). are represented by the crosscutting cluster.

**Development and structure**

The question of how to develop or maintain reference architectures is still an open issue [41]. Many authors demand to base the reference architecture on an empirical foundation of existing and proven system concepts and the best practices found in development [15,21,32,48].

A bottom-up approach and a three-layered model were suggested by Irlbeck et al. [32] to develop reference architectures that are built on an empirical basis:

- The **system level** incorporates knowledge gained through the analysis of individual systems in a domain. It represents the empirical basis for the creation of a reference architecture.

- The **reference level** represents the reference concepts, the main elements of the reference architecture. Through relational linking of reference concepts to the system concepts of the system level a tracing to individual system concepts can be established.

- The **query level** offers an uniform interface to the reference architecture in the form of queries. The query level addresses stakeholder specific needs, eases the access to the reference level and increases the tangibility of the reference architecture.

The three levels represent a first rough structure for the creation and usage of a reference architectures. Furthermore a 7 step procedure for the creation of reference architecture on the basis of the three-layer model is proposed by the authors [32], which allows to structure the process.

9.1.2 The Role of Reference Architectures in the Reference Framework

We suggest to discuss the creation of reference architectures for several CPS domains. In the last section we presented the current research on reference architectures. As we showed, first models for the content of reference architectures (RAModel by Nakagawa et al. [43]) as well a structure for its development and usage (Bottom-up approach by Irlbeck et al. [32]) are already focused by current research.
Although there are many open challenges, the role of reference architectures will be important for future CPS engineering. The presented results show that reference architectures can represent a homogeneous description mechanism for heterogeneous systems, as explained in sec. 3 and are a way to solve the challenges of CPS, as exemplified by sec. 4.

Therefore, reference architectures for CPS domains of a system under development, representing important CPS domain knowledge are included in the reference engineering framework.

Some important elements which we identified while analysing the CPS domains of Smart Grid in sec. 5 and Automotive in sec. 6 are not represented yet reference architectures, but both domains show that there is potential to establish reference architectures that capture the commonalities we identified in 7.1.2.

The task that lies ahead is the development of reference architectures for CPS domains that are built on an empirical basis and that use a standardized, accessible model to represent the elements of reference and their relation. These reference architectures can be included in the reference engineering framework to efficiently develop future CPS, that are aware of other CPS domains and their important contexts.

9.2 Reference Workflow

As each CPS has unique domain specific requirements with respect to the development workflow, it is not feasible to propose a generic workflow that can be applied to all systems. Instead, we extracted general system aspects that have to be covered by a CPS development workflow derived from the preceding sections.

(i) Specification of the application context: The crucial property of a CPS is the tight integration into its physical, organizational and social application context. Legacy systems can also part of the application context. Discovering and modelling the important properties of the application context, which is commonly referred to as domain engineering, should be the initial step.

(ii) Specification of features and functionality: The behaviour of the system has to be defined covering functional and quality aspects. We propose a model based approach as these models can be seamlessly used during specification, implementation, testing, integration and maintenance of the system.

(iii) Specification of technical components: The technical building blocks of the technical architecture, e.g. types of sensors, actors, aggregates and other physical/technical elements such as communication networks have to be defined and specified accordingly. A model based
approach can support the development of a technical architecture as it supports the evaluation of several alternatives based on different combination of the architecture’s building blocks.

(iv) **Evaluation of the logical architecture:** As logical and technical architecture are developed in parallel, it is essential to analyse the consistency of the developed and assembled architecture. Especially for multi-functional systems, the behavioural integrity needs to be preserved as the feature has to perform as expected in conjunction with a number of other features needed to fulfil the system’s overall objective.

(v) **Deployment definition:** Definition of an initial deployment for the base system. For fully runtime-adaptive systems, it is sufficient to initialize the system with the application context and the definition of the expected set of features and functionality.

9.3 Future Refinement of the Framework

The above sketched Reference Framework was contoured with the goal of tackling the challenges posed by the engineering of the envisioned CPS. This framework is still embryonic, i.e., in a rudimentary stage and with potential for further refinement. Real-world developments only can contribute to its ripening. The considerations that guided the proposal of the previous section can assuredly contribute to those case studies. Because of this reason, we propose below a checklist that will certainly serve as a guide. The checklist below contains several relevant dimensions that must be taken into account for the design, realization and maintenance of CPS.

**Human socio-technical dimension:**

1. what is responsibility of the system?
2. what is responsibility of the human operator?
3. what are the boundaries of (shared) control?
4. what to do in case of conflict between behaviour demanded by human and pertinent reaction as inferred by the system?, are there any regulations to be taken into account?
5. what must be highlighted (in instructions, online help, etc.) in order to avoid misbehaviour?

**Technical realization:**

6. what data/behaviour is competence of the system under development?
7. how is data to be managed, accessed, protected?
8. how are data and intelligence to be distributed?
9. what is stored/decided locally?, what in the cloud?
how to guarantee high availability of (large volume of) data?, what to do in case of unavailability?

how to measure and guarantee quality of service?

**Data dimension:**

what is data to be collected by the system (as measured by sensors, among others)?

what is the query frequency?, are there any trigger mechanisms besides query frequency?

data replication: which are push mechanisms?, which ones pull mechanisms?

how to storage data?, how to aggregate data?, in particular: preparation and processing, data mining, durability, substitute values, plausibility checking, precision, data dependencies

**Technical realization of communication:**

what data/behaviour is not competence of the system under development?, and how to access data and trigger behaviour of other systems?

what should be communicated via dedicated networks?, what can be communicated using public networks?

how to realize channels?, e.g., glass fiber, wireless, powerline, etc.

what bandwidth is at least necessary?

how to measure and guarantee quality of communication?, in particular, how to ensure security against eavesdropping?

how to guarantee unlinkability, in particular in combination with surrounding systems, and anonymisation?

how to measure availability and/or performance?, and if necessary, how to resort to other communication means?

what property rights must be observed?, what liability is implied?

**Safety and security:**

choice of authentication mechanisms

authorization procedure and its administration and maintenance

non-repudiation, i.e., proof of integrity and origin/genuineness of data

validation and verification of the system, certification

IT security including information privacy, encryption, firewalls and other intrusion detection mechanisms as well as protection from unplanned events and natural disasters; security controls with respect to: confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability and assurance services
Criticality:
(29) data reliability (by, e.g., data redundancy together with decisions procedures for avoidance of anomalies and corruption)
(30) degree of fault tolerance, self healing mechanisms, evolvability
(31) black start capability

Architecture:
(32) how are the different systems parts (e.g., components) to be structured?
(33) what are the key functions, so that they are, e.g., easy accessible and maintainable?
(34) how to organize an effective and efficient data flow?
(35) how are the interfaces to be specified and put at disposal of other CPS?
(36) how to organize a stakeholder-specific view, on the one hand, and application-specific views, on the other, such that the associated goals (i.e. complexity reduction, abstraction, distraction reduction, access protection, etc.) are achieved while consistency is preserved?
(37) how to document rationales, so that evolution is facilitated?
(38) how to link cross reference domains?
(39) how are functional logical, and technical levels defined and documented?

Physical World:
(40) choice of sensors according to relevant criteria as, e.g., reliability, replication, smartness
(41) choice of actuators according to durability, weather conditions, etc.
(42) repercussion on physical systems, in particular accident avoidance
(43) sampling, frequency (and, related to this, discrete vs. continuous modelling)
(44) how to correctly assess spatial/temporal aspects?

Legal and social dimension:
(45) laws, norms, regulations, by-laws and their impact on system design
(46) ease of use, intuitiveness
(47) user acceptance (by means of, e.g., living labs and mockups)
(48) how to eliminate/reduce the impact of dropouts (e.g., non-networked cars)

Market/business view:
(49) what is the market structure, how does the system under development fits?
what is the role of the system in its context of placement?

what are the business objectives, and how to reach them?, including goals, time to market, life cycle, etc.

what are the business processes for the system under development as well as for the systems in the environment?, e.g., how to reconcile collaborating systems of different life cycle length

Terminological view:

denomination of system components, homonymy avoidance

cross-domain communication: glossary, ontologies, specification of interfaces, etc.

conceptualization of the system and its relevant functionality, in such a way that its marketing as well as its interconnection with systems and users from other domains remains simple and easy
10 Impact

In this section we discuss the different kinds of impacts of a reference framework and highlight its benefit for the development of CPS.

Impact 1: Representation of CPS domain knowledge in a standardized way for the use in development of CPS

CPS domains have to share knowledge in order to collaboratively work on new systems that span across multiple domains. This knowledge should not be elaborated for each system separately because of efficiency, reuse and standardization issues. The reference engineering framework for CPS proposes to develop reference architectures for many CPS domains. Whenever a new system is build, its developers can consider the needed domain representation and structure the development of the system. For the creation of product lines this representation has an impact on the development as well. A possible instantiation scheme is presented by Cloutier et al. [15] and shown in Figure 16. The figure shows as well how feedback from the development of CPS can be used as a feedback for the further development of reference architectures. With this mechanism applied, reference architectures are kept actual and can be used for the further development of CPS.

![Figure 16](image.png)

Fig. 16. The development of individual CPS or product lines is enabled through the instantiation scheme of Cloutier et al. [15]
Impact 2: Enabling collaboration between CPS domains through a accessible, standardized, shared and active terminology

Systems do not consist only out of building blocks and their connection. They involve an often implicitly defined terminology. Humans need terms to discuss about systems. Terms identify abstract elements that are part of a system (such as components, functions, services, data types) or which characterize an abstract system concept. Terms also refer to parts of a system’s context, domain concepts, roles or other important entities. Commonly used terms often lack an explicit definition of their meaning, their context of definition, existing abbreviations, language and the definition of linguistic relations to other terms (e.g. synonymy, hyponomy, hypernymy, meronymy or indication of false friends, translation in other languages).

Different systems may share terms, especially when they belong to the same class of systems. Nevertheless the meaning of these terms in the context of a class of systems is ambiguous and not defined, as there is often no frame of reference.

To this end our reference frameworks addresses terminological aspects by reference architectures, describing terms in use in context of systems and on a reference level and their respective meaning. They provide mechanisms to define terms, to interrelate them, to link them to architectural concepts and to express linguistic characteristics of e.g. synonymy.

The activity of establishing an actively used, clear terminology for CPS is embedded in the reference architecture of the presented reference framework. The identification of terminological aspects of systems engineering enables different stakeholders over different domains and disciplines to work collaboratively without the risk of misunderstandings.

Impact 3: Transdisciplinary Collaboration

As outlined in section 8 there are many common ways to model a system’s structure and behaviour. Unfortunately these different modelling and description techniques complicate the collaborative interaction between different CPS domains.

A uniform representation can avoid this problem by representing concepts of different systems in the same way. This representation permits the uniform description of relevant concepts on the reference and system level and the mapping between both levels.

To cover a wide variety of descriptions the reference architecture within the reference framework defines a set of basic concepts (e.g. components, functions, data structures or interfaces) and allows their flexible connection to model certain CPS.

Within the workflow the reference framework addresses
Impact 4: Clear definition of abstraction layers and viewpoints

Many system documentations differ in their levels of detail, completeness and preciseness. For some tasks detailed descriptions offer too many details, while high level documentations as well as fragmentary documentations may be too vague. Standardized abstraction layers and a definition of common viewpoints throughout CPS development allow to create a common perspective on the system under development over many disciplines being involved.

The reference framework should define clear levels of abstractions, based on the structure presented in the SPES matrix (cf. Figure 13) and the presented workflow.

As the SPES matrix focuses on the development perspective of embedded systems, other CPS domains have to be presented in own abstractions and viewpoints which allow an effective way to reduce complexity as well as apply refinement to include new details. It must be capable to address abstract views in early stages of development which can be refined in course of the development of the framework.

Impact 5: Fusion of open and rigorously developed systems

In the future two types of systems will collide: Traditional enterprise systems on the one hand and embedded systems on the other hand. The properties of these two systems differ a lot. While enterprise systems often use legacy systems or code and have to maintain a huge set of functionality for a long time, embedded systems are fulfilling a dedicated function within a larger mechanical or electrical system and are constantly replaced.

The fusion of both sectors in future development for CPS requires an evolution of both worlds: While enterprise systems have to be opened and standardized while maintaining their service, embedded systems have to be connected to a larger context that rip them out of their dedicated context.

Large CPS as the smart grid show, that this fusion is complicated and cost-intensive. The efficient evolution of both worlds is a huge impact, the proposed reference framework could offer.

Impact 6: Dynamic and spontaneous interaction of CPS

The further connection of CPS and their dynamic interaction challenge the further development of new paradigms. As we have shown in Section 3, the identification and description of different system contexts are of paramount importance for the possible interaction of different CPS. The change of location of some CPS (e.g. in the automotive or transport domain), the mobile interaction with CPS (e.g. through mobile communication) or infrastructural CPS (e.g. electrical power grid) that span across multiple countries imply a dynamic context for some CPS.
Spontaneous and dynamic interactions between different CPS will increase in future and should sometimes not be stopped at country borders. The international collaboration on CPS contexts such as the harmonization of legislation, regulation and standards ensure a future quality of service.

Already today there are systems as the mobile communication network that make it possible for customers to travel across countries while the desired service is maintained. The mobile phone can dynamically change its technical context (new transmission towers, mobile providers or transmission bands), adapts to the new context and continues working. National laws ensure the legal framework for this functionality and regulate the fees for the service.

The further investigation of desirable functionality and its (possibly international) implementation while considering different CPS contexts (e.g. technical, legal, social, commercial, ecological) and the connection of different available CPS are tasks that traditional development frameworks cannot support.

Therefore, the reference framework has to be refined to address the future needs for the dynamic interaction of CPS. We address this issue with the use of reference architectures and with a checklist that includes already several important dimensions that have to be considered for the dynamic interoperability of CPS.
11 Conclusion

Characteristic properties of CPS that are, on the one hand, inherent to open systems as, e.g., their portability and interoperability with each other, their heterogeneity and self-evolvability, and, on the other hand, inherited from embedded systems as, e.g., a life cycle consisting of decommission followed by design, building and commission, whose constraints fall in the category of hard real-time, are very difficult to tackle using traditional methods tailored for one or the other realm. Nevertheless, agile and rigorous methods can be combined, yielding a framework useful for the development of CPS.

This possibility has been investigated above to a certain level of detail. A number of lines of actions has been proposed, in order to devise a method suitable for the realization of the novel systems. The reference framework sought for has to fulfil specific requirements, which have been precisely stated above. Moreover, a Reference Architecture and a Reference Workflow along with a checklist for the engineering of CPS have been exemplarily delineated, that comply with those requirements. This Reference Framework should now be validated by means of a case study of appropriate size. We furthermore expect a discussion be triggered by the statement of this document. The CPS vision can only be achieved by means of a common understanding of the interoperability of these systems, as well as a coordinated approach to their interaction.
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